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600 POLISH WOMEN TRAVEL TO BRITAIN TO JOIN W.A.A.F.

Fix hundred Polish women recently reached Britain* They have come from various

parts of Africa and the piddle East to join the ¥#A*A*F,

Determined to play a more .direct part in the war on Germany,', they volunteered

to assist Polish squadrons operating from Britain, When trained, they will release

fellow countrymen in ground trades for more important duties.

The sin hundred -women constituted the largest contingent of Polish women to

travel together to join the W»A*A*F t And their arrival was a notable event in

the small town in the North-East of England to which they were sent for initial

stages of training.

This draft doubled the numbers of the R*A*F, unit which received them - a school

for instructing N.C.CFs in equipment and administrative procedure.

It was not possible to give the unit more than a few days* notice for the'

reception of this great influx® Consequently, the immediate problem was

accommodation, feeding and equipment c So the whole staff, commanding officer and

kitchen hands alike, worked for five days, making preparations.

Empty property had to be hastily equipped as living quarters, and instructional

rooms rearranged* Telephone calls to a depot 100 miles away brought a convoy of

lorries laden with furniture, bedding and kit. The magnitude of this arrangement

alone cane he appreciated from the fact that kit for each airwoman involves over

600 different items.

But all was ready in time* When' two special trains brought the 600 recruits

to the town, late at night, most of the staff was there to receive them.

Language difficulties were eased by a squad of interpreters who travelled with

the draft from the dock*

Some mothers arrived with their daughters, A number of women lost no time

in writing to relatives who were already in Britain, and two days after their arrival

one or two Polish men cane to the town in the hope of finding long-lost wives*

The recruits travelled in civilian clothing, supplemented, by Khaki greatcoats.

For headgear, many of then wore scarved or shawls, J-t was an impressive scene when

they pocked a hall to hear on address of welcome from a Polish staff officer of

Technical Training Command, who gave then advice about their future in the service.

They song Polish folk songs and gave cheers for Britain and Poland,

'For the



For the first three or four days after their arrival the R.l«F* unit worked at

double pressure to cepe with reception procedure - enrolment, documentation,

medical inspection, kitting and assessing the recruits* suitability for trades

in the W#l#l#F# The main jobs open to them are as cooks, telephonists,

wireless operators, teleprinter operators, clerks, flight mechanics and

equipment assistants# A few weeks will be needed to give them on idea of hir

Force organisation and teach them English before they are sent for trade

training to schools in Technical Training Command#

Pour days after they arrived in o miscellaneous assortment of clothing

with little knowledge of service ways, these plucky women were marching

smartly through the streets, proud of their new blue uniforms and looking

forward to playing a part in the deliverance of their country.
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